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COLORDESIGN CREAM FOR HAIR DYE
COLORDESIGN CREMA COLORANTE PER CAPELLI

products for hair coloring Colordesign are able to meet your needs and to offer the best
professional hairdressing tools to fulfill the desires of its customers. The coloring system
has been formulated with conditioning ingredients and restructuring to create brilliant color
and multi- faceted, able to ensure total coverage of gray hair while providing superior
protection and hydration. Colordesign sensed the beneficial effects of ceramides and was
introduced in the field of hair coloring professional hairstylist offering an innovative
product, restructuring and coloring at the same time.
shades : available in 134 color shades permanent, ammonia free color 46 shades, 18
shades tinting shades and 6 contrast color three in one.
method of use : Emulsion choice oxidant cream : 10 volumes (3%), to darken a tone,
color bleached hair. 20 volumes (6%), for tone-on- tone color, cover gray hair, lighten a
tone. 30 volumes (9 %) for bleaching medium (2 or 3 tones). 40 volumes (12 %), for
lightening strong (3 or 4 tones). To lighten more than 4 tones you need to use the nuances
of the series superschiarente.
PREPARATION : In a non-metallic container and mix a portion of cream on one side and a
half (1:1.5) of oxidizing emulsion cream of your choice. If you use any of the series
superschiarente shades, mix one part cream to two parts and a half (1:2.5) of oxidizing
emulsion cream in 40 volumes.
APPLICATION : spread the mixture evenly on the prepared dye unwashed hair, leave on
for about 30 minutes. After the exposure time, gently rinse your hair with lukewarm water
and then after a shampoo - color (pH 4.5).
package : 100 ml tube.
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